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Abstract
The major drawbacks of the conventional sliding mode observer (SMO) are chattering phenomena and limited robustness. 
These drawbacks affect the estimated rotor position and speed information of the system. To improve the performance of 
permanent magnet synchronous motor drives, a sensorless control scheme based on an improved SMO control algorithm is 
proposed in this paper. A new segmented function with dynamic boundary layer variation is designed and integrated into 
SMO to reduce the chattering. An adaptive law is adopted to alleviate the phase lag and amplitude attenuation caused by 
low-pass filters. Based on the back electromotive force value, a phase locked loop is utilized to obtain rotor angular and speed 
information. Comparative experiments and simulations were conducted to validate the effectiveness of both the conventional 
SMO and the improved SMO. The results show that the improved SMO can weaken the chattering problem and enhances 
the system’s anti-interference ability.
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1 Introduction

The PMSM has a history spanning 200 years. With the devel-
opment of the permanent magnet materials, the improve-
ments of the motor control technology and the advance-
ments of the electronic devices, the PMSM entered an area 
of rapid development [1, 2]. The PMSM attracts attention in 
the industrial domain thanks to its favorable characteristics, 
such as high power density, high efficiency, fast dynamics, 
and rugged structure [3]. The growing demand in the market 
for high-performance PMSM, driven by the enhancement of 
its operational reliability and stability, has made it a focal 
point of research in the scientific community. Direct torque 
control (DTC) [4] and vector control (VC) [5] are currently 
the two primary PMSM control technologies.

In general, the PMSM is controlled to achieve constant 
torque based on the rotor position. However, the position 
sensor is sensitive to temperature and vibration, which 

makes it impossible to install and apply in some special 
applications. Therefore, a sensorless control method has 
been developed for control of the motor.

Sensorless control technology becomes an important 
research area within the PMSM control system, employing 
motor voltage and current signals to calculate rotor position 
and speed information. It can be classified into two catego-
ries based on sensorless control technology: one suitable for 
medium and high-speed operation, and the other for low-
speed conditions [6]. In the medium and high-speed domain, 
the fundamental wave model method is used to calculates 
rotor position and speed information by back-EMF or flux 
values. The method mainly including inductance estimation, 
model reference adaptive, extended Kalman filter, sliding 
mode observer. When the motor speed decreases, the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio of the back-EMF signal decreases, and 
the system is susceptible to external factors. Therefore, the 
high-frequency signal injection method is more appropriate 
for low-speed conditions, utilizing motor pole convexity for 
rotor position and speed estimation.

In [7], a Hybrid Grey Wolf Optimization Algorithm 
(HWOA) is proposed for automatically tuning the Sliding 
Mode Direct Torque Control (SMDTC) of Surface-Mounted 
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (SPMSMs). The 
algorithm exhibits fast convergence and effectively avoids 
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local optima, showcasing the robust advantages of this con-
trol method. In [8], a scheme is proposed for extracting the 
rotor position angle of an interior PMSM using a high fre-
quency signal injection method combined with iterative 
strategy. Utilizing the discrete rotor position angle obtained 
in the angle space, the accuracy increase geometrically with 
the number of iterations. In [9], a precise sensorless control 
technique is proposed based on the calibration of SMO with 
better gain and PLL characteristics. This technique responds 
quickly and with remarkable accuracy. The approach can 
still perform well in terms of tracking across a wide range of 
speeds. In [10], a magnetic variable-speed, partially hybrid 
ship propulsion motor with auxiliary teeth is introduced. 
The motor’s parametric model is established using finite ele-
ment software. Evolutionary algorithms and response surface 
methods are employed to optimize electromagnetic torque and 
reduce torque ripple. In [11], a sensorless control method for 
PMSM based on fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC) and 
fuzzy sliding mode observer (FSMO) is developed in order to 
address the inherent chattering issue of conventional SMO. 
This control method effectively reduces chattering problem, 
improves system responsiveness, and allows for adaptive 
parameter adjustments without increasing complexity. In [12], 
an adaptive filter was developed based on the static error-free 
tracking properties of a second-order generalized integrator. 
It can extract the fundamental signal of the back-EMF and 
suppresses harmonics. In [13], an improved Model Reference 
Adaptive System (MRAS) method is proposed for sensorless 
speed control of an Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous 
Motor (IPMSM). The method optimizes Proportional-Integral 
(PI) controller parameters using the Gray Wolf Optimization 
Algorithm (GWO), resulting in enhanced rotor speed estima-
tion performance. In [14], the fuzzy non-singular fast termi-
nal sliding mode (FNFTSM) controller enhances the system’s 
reaction time and interference immunity, while the adaptive 
backstepping (AB) controller and feedforward compensation 
enhance system resilience for a single PMSM. The fuzzy adap-
tive sliding mode (FASM) controller is introduced to improve 
torque estimation precision and enhance disturbance observer 
performance in tension control. In [15], an improved SMO is 
proposed to suppress chattering and eliminate phase lags. A 
Load Disturbance Observer (LDO) is added to the system to 
compensate for expected disturbances and enhance the sys-
tem’s resistance to load disturbances in order to achieve zero 
phase delay. In [16], an improved model predictive current 
control (MPCC) scheme is proposed for Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Hub Motor (PMSHM) drives. The scheme is 
used to replace the proportional-integral (PI) speed loop, and 
the steady-state performance of the system is greatly improved. 
In [17], in order to enhance the estimation accuracy of the 
PMSM sensorless control system and effectively reduce chat-
tering in super-twisting algorithm based SMO (STA-SMO), it 
is recommended to utilize a second-order SMO optimized by 

a BP neural network in combination with an enhanced PLL. 
Experiments results demonstrates the practicality and effec-
tiveness of the second-order SMO. In [18], a coaxial magnetic 
gear (CMG) with double-layer permanent magnets (PMs) with 
a spoke structure is proposed to replace the mechanical gear-
box in tidal power generation systems. Utilizing the sensitiv-
ity of parameters, optimization analysis is performed using 
response surface methods and multi-objective genetic algo-
rithms. Experimental results validate that the proposed model 
has low no-load losses and high efficiency.

This paper proposed an improved SMO to reduce the sys-
tem’s inherent high-frequency chattering phenomena based 
on the aforementioned research. Firstly, a new piecewise 
function that remains continuous at zero is introduced, which 
helps alleviate the chattering associated with the sliding mode 
issue. Secondly, in order to eliminate the issues of phase lag 
and amplitude attenuation caused by low-pass filters (LPF), 
the design of compensation link is eliminated, and the con-
trol system’s structure is optimized. Finally, an adaptive law 
is implemented to generate a more accurate back-EMF wave-
form. The control algorithm effectively reduces sliding-mode 
oscillations, improves the stability and disturbance rejection 
of the motor in various conditions at medium or high speeds, 
optimizes the system structure and enhances control perfor-
mance. Simulation and experimental results show that this 
improved SMO can effectively reduce motor chattering and 
enhance the system’s anti-interference ability.

2  PMSM Modeling

A surface mounted PMSM model is considered in this paper. 
The current model of the surface mounted PMSM in αβ sta-
tionary reference frame is shown as follows:

where i� , i� and u� , u� are the stator currents and voltages in 
stationary reference frame, respectively. e� and e� are back-
EMF values in stationary reference frame. R and L represent 
the stator resistance and inductance, respectively.

In stationary coordinate system, the back-EMF of PMSM 
can be represented as

where � is the rotor angular frequency, �f is the rotor flux 
linkage, � is the electrical angular of motor.
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3  Design of Sliding Mode Observer

The sliding-mode control is used to restrict the state vari-
ables on the sliding surface by changing the system structure 
dynamically. It is widely used for nonlinear system control 
since it is robust against system parameter variations. For the 
sensorless control of the PMSM, the sliding-mode controller 
is adopted for use in the observer design and so is named 
the SMO. Compared with other control methods, the system 
structure of sliding mode control technology is always in 
dynamic change, which makes the control system follow 
the pre-set state trajectory to do high frequency and small 
amplitude motion under certain characteristics [19].

Sliding mode motion remains unaffected by changes in 
controlled object parameters or external interference, con-
tributing to its stronger robustness, faster response, and 
better dynamic performance. In a PMSM control system, 
the SMO can replace mechanical sensors to estimate rotor 
angular position and speed.

3.1  Conventional SMO

According to the mathematical model of the motor, the back-
EMF information contains the speed information and the 
rotor angular. The SMO design is based on the back-EMF 
information of the rebuilt motor. The estimated value of the 
observer approaches the real value of the motor within the 
permitted error range when the difference between the esti-
mated value and the actual value approaches zero.

Taking all the structural parameters of the motor constant, 
the conventional SMO is constructed as follows:

where î𝛼 and î𝛽 are the estimated values and k is the observer 
gain. A switching function sign(s) used:

The sliding surface s(x) is constructed using the current 
estimation error:

(3)
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(5)s(x) =

{
ĩ𝛼 = î𝛼 − i𝛼

ĩ𝛽 = î𝛽 − i𝛽

where ĩ𝛼 and ĩ𝛽 are the errors between the estimated current 
and the actual current.

Dynamic estimation error can be obtained by subtracting 
Eq. (3) from Eq. (1) and substituting the error into s(x) to 
obtain:

When the sliding mode of the designed control system 
occurs:

Substitute (7) into (6) to obtained:

The estimated back-EMF results are directly used to cal-
culated the rotor angular position and velocity as described 
in Eq. (9).

Using the estimated back EMF voltages, the position and 
velocity of the rotor are calculated from

Considering that the LPF will cause amplitude attenua-
tion and phase lag to the calculation results of the control 
algorithm, the angular information is compensated [20].

The angular of compensation Δ� is defined as

where �c is the cut-off frequency of the LPF.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the conventional 

SMO for a PMSM system.

3.2  Improved SMO

The conventional SMO employs the switching function as 
its control function. This function is discontinuous close 
to zero, and the value regularly swings between − 1, 0 and 
1, which exacerbates the seriousness of the sliding mode 
observer’s high-frequency chattering phenomena. This paper 
presents a new piecewise function to replace the switching 
function in improving the phenomena.
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The new piecewise function is written as

where c determines the boundary layer width of the function. 
Figure 2 shows how the boundary layer is changed accord-
ing to the c.

In Fig. 2, Δ is the boundary layer thickness, and the size 
of this parameter determines the performance of the SMO. 
The larger the parameter, the lower the chattering degree, 
but too large value will lose the rapidity of the system 
[21]. The function f (x) is continuous in the domain of 
definition, showing the characteristics of linear function. 
In the interval x ∈ (−∞,−Δ) and x ∈ (Δ,∞) , the same as 
the switching function; when x = 0 , the function value is 
0. When the c is small, the function rises slowly; when the 
c is larger, the function rises faster. If the function rises too 
fast at x = 0 , it will be close to the characteristics of the 
switching function, resulting in a larger system chattering. 
In generally, this paper takes c = 0.5.

By using the new piecewise function, the improved 
SMO is represented as follows:

(11)f (x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1 , x >
𝜋

2c

sin cx , −
𝜋

2c
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𝜋
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−1 , x < −
𝜋

2c

The improved SMO equation is obtained by subtracting 
Eq. (12) from Eq. (1) as follows:

When the sliding mode of the designed control system 
occurs:

To identify stable and reachable conditions of the 
improved SMO, the Lyapunov function can be defined as 
follows:

where s = [s1, s2]
T represents the sliding surface of the 

system.
From the Lyapunov stability theorem, the system is 

asymptotically stable when s ⋅ s′ ≤ 0 , that requirement 
V ′ ≤ 0 , hence:

3.3  Adaptive Law

The improved SMO can obtain the back-EMF value of the 
motor. Due to the frequent switching of the inverter and 
the inherent high frequency phenomenon of the SMO, the 
observed back-EMF information will contain a large num-
ber of high frequency signals. In this paper, the back-EMF 
adaptive law is introduced to make the observed back-EMF 
waveform smooth and complete, avoid the use of LPF and 
the design of phase angular compensation link, and reduce 
the influence of harmonics on the subsequent processing of 
the extracted back-EMF signal [22].

Due to the small electrical time constant, the change rate 
of the motor angular velocity is much smaller than the stator 
current, and the speed is considered to be constant in a cycle 
time. Assuming that the motor angular velocity change rate 
is zero, that is �̇� = 0.
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Fig. 1  Block diagram of the conventional SMO

Fig. 2  Variable boundary layers according to the velocity
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The derivative of the PMSM back-EMF shown in Eq. (2) 
is obtained.

Equation (18) is obtained by substituting �̇�f = 0, �̇� = 0 
into Eq. (17).

The adaptive law of the back-EMF is designed as follows:

where l is the adjustable parameter of the adaptive law of 
the back-EMF, and the value is a normal number; �̂� is the 
estimated angular velocity value.

The equations of back-EMF errors can be obtained by 
Eq. (18) from Eq. (19).

where ẽ𝛼 and ẽ𝛽 are the back-EMF errors and �̃� is the angular 
velocity error.

The error of back-EMF is

The angular velocity error is

In order to obtain the stability condition of the adaptive law, 
the Lyapunov function is defined as

Taking the derivative of (5) can be obtained
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Substituting the derivation of Eq. (20) into Eq. (24) and 
simplifying it, we can obtain

From the Lyapunov stability theorem, the system is 
asymptotically stable when the parameter satisfied l < 0 for 
V̇ < 0 . The designed adaptive law has asymptotic stability.

3.4  Phase‑Locked Loop

In the conventional control strategy, the arctangent function 
is used to estimate the back-EMF value and obtain the rotor 
angular position. Due to the inclusion of division operation, 
the chattering and harmonic phenomena of the system are 
more serious when the e� value crosses zero.

Phase-locked loop (PLL) is introduced instead of math-
ematical calculation method in order to avoid the expected 
deviation of calculation result when the value of back-EMF 
reaches zero.

Let Ere be the modulus of the back-EMF value, hence:

The angular error signal is constructed as

Substitute ẽ𝛼 = −ke sin 𝜃 and ẽ𝛽 = ke cos 𝜃 into the 
Eq. (27) and simplify them to obtain

In Eq. (28), when 
(
𝜃 − �̂�

)
 approaches zero, the observed 

angular value infinitely approaches the actual motor angular, 
that is, sin

(
𝜃 − �̂�

)
≈ 𝜃 − �̂� , hence:

Orthogonal PLL is constructed based on the conventional 
PLL theory. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of PLL rotor 
speed and angular estimation.

where kp is the proportional gain and ki is the integral 
gain. When the motor speed is stable, the system speed error 
tends to zero, and the estimated speed is close to the actual 
speed of the motor.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the improved SMO. 
A segmentation function is employed as the switching func-
tion to reduce chattering. Additionally, an adaptive law after 
the SMO is applied to replace the LPF, which can alleviate 
phase lag and amplitude attenuation of the back-EMF value. 
Finally, PLL is used to obtain rotor angular and speed infor-
mation of PMSM.
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4  Simulation Results and Analysis

The control of system designed in this paper used sur-
faced mounted PMSM, and the simulation parameters of 
the PMSM are shown in Table 1. A simulation model of 
PMSM is built based on MATLAB/Simulink software 
platform to simulate the two working conditions of speed 
mutation and load mutation. Two kinds of experiments, 
conventional SMO and improved SMO under the same 
conditions, were done in this section. By comparing the 
simulations results, analyze the performance advantages 
and disadvantages of the two control schemes and ulti-
mately arrive at the corresponding conclusion.

The first working condition is set as: the conventional 
SMO and the improved SMO were given the initial speed, 
starts from 1000 r/min, increases to 1500 r/min at 0.06s 

and decreases to 800 r/min at 0.14 s, without load added 
into the system.

Figures 5 and 6 shows the speed of the conventional SMO 
and improved SMO without load condition. It can be seen 
the results when the speed increase from 1000 to 1500 r/min 
until the system reach the stable state and then decreases 
from 1500 to 800 r/min. From these results, the conven-
tional SMO estimation method has a large overshoot before 
reaching the stable state, and the fluctuation degree becomes 
larger with the increase of the given speed, and the improved 
SMO estimation methods has no overshoot before the speed 
is stable.

From Figs.  5 and 6, the improved SMO estimation 
method was made a significant improvement in the over-
shoot performance compared to the conventional SMO.

Figure 7 shows the speed estimation error of the conven-
tional SMO. It can be seen that during the motor startup 
phase, the estimation error is about 20 r/min. After the first 
stabilization, the error remains within 4 r/min. Following 
a sudden change in speed, the estimation error increases 
to 15 r/min, and after the second stabilization, it fluctu-
ates around 7 r/min. After the second speed change, the 
error further increases to 18 r/min. However, after the third 

Fig. 3  Block diagram of PLL rotor speed and angular estimation

Fig. 4  Block diagram of the improved SMO

Table 1  Simulation parameters of PMSM

Symbol Parameters Value/unit

U Rated voltage 220 V
f Rated frequency 50 Hz
R Stator resistance 2.875 Ω
Ld d-axis inductance 8.5e − 3 H
Lq q-axis inductance 8.5e − 3 H
Ψf Flux linkage 0.175 Wb
J Moment of inertia 1e − 3 kg·m2

p Polar pairs 4

Fig. 5  Speed of conventional SMO

Fig. 6  Speed of improved SMO
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stabilization, the error does not exceed 3 r/min. Therefore, as 
the speed value increases, the estimation error also increases, 
and during moments of sudden speed changes, the estima-
tion error is more pronounced. However, it quickly returns 
to a stable range after a short adjustment period.

Figure 8 shows the speed estimation error of the improved 
SMO. It can be seen that during the motor startup phase, the 
estimation error is about 6 r/min. After the first stabiliza-
tion, the error does not exceed 5 r/min. Following a sud-
den change in speed, the estimation error increases to 7 r/
min, and after the second stabilization, it fluctuates around 
5 r/min. After the second speed change, the error further 
increases to 13 r/min. However, after the third stabilization, 
the error does not exceed 3 r/min.

From Figs.  7 and 8, the improved SMO estimation 
method was made a significant improvement in the speed 
tracking performance compared to the conventional SMO. 
And the improved SMO exhibits smaller estimation errors 
during startup, speed variation and stable operation phase.

Figures 9 and 10 shows the angular of the conventional 
SMO and the improved SMO. By observing the trend of the 
curves, it can be seen that the both algorithms can effectively 
track the actual angular variations regardless the motor is 

in the startup, stability, speed increases or decreases. The 
improved SMO demonstrates a higher level of precision in 
tracking the angular compared to the conventional SMO.

Figure 11 shows the angular estimation error of the con-
ventional SMO. From the graph, it can be seen that the 
angular estimation error is about 0.095 rad when the system 
reaches the stable state, and this error slightly increases as 
the specified speed increases.

Figure  12 shows the angular estimation error of the 
improved SMO. Form the graph, it can be seen that the 

Fig. 7  Speed estimation error of conventional SMO

Fig. 8  Speed estimation error of improved SMO

Fig. 9  Angular of conventional SMO

Fig. 10  Angular of improved SMO
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Fig. 11  Angular estimation error of conventional SMO
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angular estimation error is about 0.04 rad when the system 
reaches the stable state, and this error remains constant as 
the specified speed increases.

Comparing the curves of Figs. 11 and 12, it is evident 
that the improved SMO exhibits smaller estimation errors in 
the rotor angular and superior angular tracking performance 
compared to the conventional SMO.

The second working condition is set as: the conventional 
SMO and the improved SMO were given the initial speed, 
starts from 1500 r/min without load added. After the system 
stabilizes, a sudden load increases of 10 Nm at 0.08 s and 
remove the load at 0.14 s.

Figure 13 shows the speed of the conventional SMO 
under load mutation. After the motor starts to enter the 
stable state, there is obvious speed fluctuation. Following 
the sudden load increase, the system’s speed briefly drops 
before returning to a steady state. After removing the load, 
the system’s speed briefly increases before settling back into 
a steady state. During the moments of loading and unload-
ing, the speed fluctuates about 40 r/min, which is 2.7% of 
the specified speed.

Figure 14 shows the speed of the improved SMO under 
load mutation. After the motor starts to enter the stable state, 

the sudden application of the load causes a brief drop in 
speed before returning to a steady state. After removing the 
load, the speed briefly increases before setting back into a 
steady state. At the moment of loading and unloading, the 
speed fluctuates about 30 r/min, which is 2% of the specified 
speed value.

From the Figs. 13 and 14, it can be seen that the fluctua-
tion of the improved SMO decreases under the same condi-
tions, and the anti-load disturbance ability of the system is 
enhanced.

Figure 15 shows the speed estimation error of the con-
ventional SMO under load mutation. From the figure, it can 
be seen that the estimation error is about 17 r/min during 
the motor startup, and the error is less than 4 r/min after the 
first stability. After the first load mutation, the error is about 
8 r/min, and after the second stabilization, the error is about 
4 r/min. After the second load mutation, the estimation error 
is about 6 r/min, and after the third stability, the error does 
not exceed 4 r/min. When changing the load, the estimation 
error briefly increases. With control algorithm adjustments, 
the system can swiftly return to a stable state, demonstrating 
the system’s effective resistance to load disturbances.

Fig. 12  Angular estimation error of improved SMO

Fig. 13  The speed of the conventional SMO under load mutation
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Fig. 14  The speed of the improved SMO under load mutation

Fig. 15  The speed estimation error of the conventional SMO under 
load mutation
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Figure  16 shows the speed estimation error of the 
improved SMO under load mutation. From the figure, it can 
be seen that the estimation error of the motor start-up, vari-
able load and stable operation stage does not exceed 5 r/min.

Comparing the results shown in Figs. 15 and 16 under the 
same conditions, the improved SMO has the smaller speed 
estimation error, and the better speed tracking performance, 
and the speed tracking performance is not affected by the 
sudden changes of speed.

Figures 17 and 18 show the rotor angular of the con-
ventional SMO and improved SMO under load mutation. 
From the figures, it can be seen that when there is a sudden 
increase or decrease in load, both control algorithms effec-
tively track the actual angular variations.

Figure 19 shows the rotor angular estimation error of the 
conventional SMO under load mutation. It can be seen from 
the figure that the rotor angular estimation error is about 
0.1 rad.

Figure 20 shows the rotor angular estimation error of the 
improved SMO under load mutation. It can be seen from 
the figure that the rotor angular estimation error is 0.04 rad, 
which is reduced by about 60% compared with the 0.1 rad 

estimation error under the conventional SMO. The improved 
algorithm provides more accurate angular estimation and 
enhances tracking performance.

Figure 21 shows the back-EMF observation of the con-
ventional SMO. From the figure, it can be seen that during 
the first cycle of the startup phase, the back-EMF waveform 

Fig. 16  The speed estimation error of the improved SMO under load 
mutation

Fig. 17  The rotor angular of conventional SMO under load mutation

Fig. 18  The rotor angular of improved SMO under load mutation

Fig. 19  The rotor angular estimation error of the conventional SMO 
under load mutation

Fig. 20  The rotor angular estimation error of the improved SMO 
under Load mutation
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exhibits significant distortion, with a double-peak appear-
ance in the α-axis waveform. It takes about 0.02 s for the 
system to observe a complete sinusoidal waveform, with a 
maximum amplitude of about 80 V.

Figure  22 shows the back EMF observation of the 
improved SMO. It can be seen only in the first half of the 
cycle during the startup phase, there is a momentary obser-
vation inaccuracy in the back EMF signal, and about 0.01 s 
later, a complete sinusoidal waveform is observed with a 
maximum amplitude of about 85 V. The removal of low-pass 
filter in the improved SMO mitigates the issues of signal 
amplitude attenuation and phase lag in the observed signal.

Figures 23 and 24 show the local amplification of the 
two back-EMF observation waveforms of the conventional 
SMO and the improved SMO. The frequent switching of the 
inverter and the inherent high-frequency characteristics of 
the SMO result in significant interference in the observed 
back-EMF. As shown in Fig. 23, the observation waveform 
of the conventional SMO exhibits poor smoothness, with 
noticeable distortion at the top and bottom. In contrast, 
the observation waveform of the improved SMO is more 

complete and smoother, offering a higher level of signal 
fidelity as shown in Fig. 24.

Tables 2 and 3 respectively show the simulation results 
of the two algorithms under speed mutation and load muta-
tion conditions. It can be seen that from the overall control 
effect, the improved SMO improves the rapidity and stabil-
ity of the system operation to a certain extent. When the 
speed or load mutation occurs, the improved algorithm has 
faster adjustment speed and better robustness. Examining 
the local back-EMF observations, the improved algorithm 
demonstrates significant improvements in addressing issues 

Fig. 21  Back-EMF observation of the conventional SMO

Fig. 22  Back-EMF observation of the improved SMO

Fig. 23  Local amplification of back-EMF waveform of the conven-
tional SMO
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Fig. 24  Local amplification of back-EMF waveform of the improved 
SMO

Table 2  Speed mutation results under two algorithms

Convention SMO Improved SMO

Speed fluctuation Large overshoot Small overshoot
Speed error Initial rise followed by 

stabilization
Extremely small

Angular waveform Better Superior
Angular error Large Small
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such as amplitude attenuation, phase lag, and observation 
inaccuracies that are encountered in the conventional SMO.

5  Experimental Results and Analysis

In a laboratory environment, an experimental platform was 
set up as shown in Fig. 25. The platform utilizes an STM32 
development board as the core controller, running a software 
program to generate PWM signals to control the motor for 
normal operation.

Figure 26 shows the no-load acceleration experiment 
waveform of the motor. Initially set at a target speed of 
1000 r/min, the speed later ramps up to 1600 r/min after 
reaching a stable operation. From the figure, it can be seen 
that while the motor runs steadily at 1000 r/min, the speed 
fluctuates within the range of 980–1025 r/min, with a vari-
ation of about 20 r/min. At 1600 r/min, the speed fluctuates 
within the range of 1580–1630 r/min, with a variation of 
about 30 r/min. With the increase of the operating speed, the 
speed fluctuation increases slightly, but the motor can run 
well and stably at both given speeds. The control algorithm 
has good rapidity and stability under no-load variable speed 
conditions.

Figure 27 shows the experimental waveform under load-
ing and unloading. The motor starts without load, and the 

target speed is 1500 r/min. After the first stabilization, a 
load is applied to the system, and after the second stabiliza-
tion, the load is removed. From the figure, it can be seen 
that when a load is applied to the system, the motor’s speed 
momentarily drops by about 40 r/min. The control system 
responds immediately and gradually adjusts the speed back 
to the set value. When the control system runs stably with 
load, if the load is suddenly removed, the speed rises by 
about 40 r/min in a short time. The control system also 
quickly adjusts the speed to return to the target value. The 
control algorithm has good anti-interference performance.

Figure 28 shows the rotor angular waveform collected 
when the motor is running stably at 1500 r/min. The wave-
form is smooth and complete, and has good regularity.

Figure 29 shows the �� axis current waveform collected 
while the motor operates at 1500 r/min. The sine waveform 

Table 3  Load mutation results 
under two algorithms

Convention SMO Improved SMO

Speed fluctuation Large overshoot Small overshoot
Speed error Short-term rise followed by stability Extremely small
Angular waveform Better Better
Angular error Smaller Accurate
Back-EMF waveform Distortion at the top and bottom High fidelity
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Fig. 25  Sensorless vector control experimental platform of PMSM

Fig. 26  No-load acceleration experiment waveform

Fig. 27  The experimental waveform under loading and unloading
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is complete and smooth, and only the peaks and troughs of 
the αβ-axis current waveform are slightly flawed.

Figure 30 shows the A-phase current waveform collected 
while the motor operates at 1500  r/min. The waveform 
demonstrates good sine and smoothness, indicating stable 
operation.

Figure 31 shows the A-phase current waveform under 
loading and unloading. During loading, the current increases 
rapidly to a stable value, and during unloading, the current 
decreases rapidly to a stable value. Throughout the load-
ing and unloading processes, there is no significant current 

fluctuation, and the changes occur smoothly, reflecting the 
motor’s excellent operational state.

6  Conclusion

This paper focus on the serious problem of high-frequency 
chattering of conventional SMO, the corresponding 
improved control scheme is proposed. The contributions of 
this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) The mathematical model of SMO is constructed by 
using a new piecewise function, and the value of rele-
vant parameters is established, which effectively weak-
ens the sliding mode chattering.

(2) The zero-crossing chattering issue caused by conven-
tional SMO is solved by using a PLL to obtain the 
speed and rotor position angular, and the extraction 
accuracy of the reverse EMF is improved by adding 
adaptive law.

(3) The simulation and experimental results show that 
the enhanced control scheme may effectively enhance 
the motor’s stability and disturbance rejection in the 
medium to high-speed range.
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